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athmer

athmer is the world's leading expert in designing, developing, and manufacturing innovative automatic drop seals and finger protection systems. Our advanced products have proven themselves millions of times over in countless buildings worldwide. By combining ou runwavering experience, competence, and commitment to quality, we constantly strive for the continuous improvement and advancement of our product portfolio. With the most comprehensive range available, athmer offers unparalleled solutions for almost every possible door application.
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WORLDBEX, Philippines



WORLDBEX, Philippines

Save the date: WORLDBEX, Philippines will take place in the World Trade Center Metro Manila & SMX Convention Center Manila, Philippines from 14 to 17 March 2024.








india wood 2024



Fensterbau Frontale

Save the date: FENSTERBAU FRONTALE will take place in Nuremberg from 19 to 22 March 2024 - and we will be exhibiting at the world's leading trade fair for windows, doors and facades!
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quality made in germany

Our products meet the highest quality standards. From planning to delivery, we emphasise professional know-how, high-quality materials and state-of-the-art machinery. The manufacturing processes are carried out by trained employees in Germany, as our production facilities are located on the factory premises in Arnsberg. 




made in germany






mad in germany




Purchased parts are sourced exclusively from suppliers who meet our high expectations. These requirements guarantee satisfaction on the part of the customer, because we can also make customised products possible in addition to series production. If you have any questions, our service department will be happy to advise you.
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Nullschwellen-Set 

more information


Pivot L-15




Nullschwellen-Set 

Sealing system for modern pivot doors


Perimeters seals




Nullschwellen-Set 

more information









Product portfolio section

athmer is the world's leading specialist in the design and manufacture of automatic drop seals and finger protection systems. Our products have proven themselves millions of times over in buildings all over the world. The combination of experience, competence and quality enables a permanent further development of the product range. With the most comprehensive range, athmer covers almost every application. 

Drop seals




automatische Türdichtungen athmer



athmer has been involved in the manufacture of automatic drop seals for over 60 years. The combination of experience, competence and quality enables permanent further development of the product range.
With the most extensive range on the market, athmer covers almost every application.




more details
Athmer Fingerschutz®




Athmer Fingerschutz® Lösungen



athmer fiinger protection systems have been proving their worth on doors for 30 years and prevent injuries by reliably avoiding the risk of fingers being accidentally trapped on the closing edges. Finger protection roller blinds, pinch guards and protective profiles on the hinge side significantly reduce the risk of injury in kindergartens, hospitals and clinics as well as other public facilities. 




more details
Perimeter seals




Umlaufende Dichtungen Perimeter



For interior doors, the perimeter seal serves as a damping profile that allows the door to close quietly. Exterior doors receive reliable protection against moisture, noise and insects. Functional doors benefit from professional sound and smoke protection.  




Intumescent seals




Intumescent Seals



Intumescent door seals are designed to close the gap between the fire door and frame in the event of a fire, thereby preventing the spread of smoke and hot gasses. 




more details
Door opening restrictor Porti®




Türöffnungsbegrenzer Porti®



The Porti® eliminates the need for door stops on the floor, thus avoiding tripping and bumping points and facilitating cleaning in this area. The Porti® is therefore ideal for rooms with underfloor heating. This makes the Porti a safe, accident-free solution with high demands on design, hygiene and accessibility. It is particularly suitable for use in hotels, public facilities, banks and doctors' surgeries.  
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Quick start

	 
Videos
The athmer video portal contains all videos on the topics of companies, (automatic) door seals and finger protection.



	 
Acoustic app 
With athmer's sound app, you can test the intensity with which your sound source penetrates closed doors.



	 
Product finder
The athmer product finder makes it quick and easy to find the optimum seal and retrieve the relevant product data.



	 
Contact
We are here for you. If you have any questions, requests or suggestions, please call us or send us an e-mail.



	 
Catalogues and brochures
Always up to date. The catalog portal contains all current catalogs in various language versions.
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This website uses cookies and external components, such as fonts, maps, videos or analytics tools, to give you the best possible experience on our website and to improve our communication with you. We only process data for marketing, analysis and personalization if you give us your consent by clicking "Agree and continue". Alternatively, you can also refuse the use of cookies. For more information, please see our privacy policy.
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